CREDIT EMBER

BLACK Filly

CREDIT EMBER

CHAMPlain Filly
BLUEgrass Series
ARDEN DowNS

CREDIT EMBER

FIREWORkS HANoVER 3,1:58.1; 4,1:55.2 ($15,525) by Muscles Yankee. 2 wins at 4. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:


WINNING FIREWORkS 2,1:56.4; 4,1:54.2f ($349,057) (Credit Winner). 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner International Stallion S.; second in Bluegrass S., John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yankees, Fall Harvest T. at Yankees; second in New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in Zweig Mem., Bluegrass S. At 4, third in leg and Final August Fun Ser. at Saratoga.


READy TO IGNITE (M) 3,1:55.4 ($47,527) (Cantab Hall). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in International Stallion T., Late Closer at Lexington.

ARIEL SAlUTE 4,1:55.1 ($25,782) (Credit Winner). 4 wins at 4 and 5. Make It Burn (Cantab Hall). Now 2 and racing.

FINANCIAL MATTERs 3,1:59 ($47,338) by Sir Taurus. 7 wins at 3. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg New York-Bred LC at Buffalo, Monticello, Syracuse, Yankees; second in New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga; third in New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. From 11 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:


FINIX HANOVER 3,1:59.2 ($5,086) (Andover Hall). Winner at 3.


MATCHED PEARLS 2,2:00.4f; 3,1:59.2f; 4,Q1:59.1 ($99,031) (Cantab Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. Race timed in 1:53.1 at 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yankees, Fall Harvest T. at Yankees; second in New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in Zweig Mem., Bluegrass S. At 4, third in leg and Final August Fun Ser. at Saratoga.


FINIX HANOVER 3,1:59.2 ($5,086) (Andover Hall). Winner at 3.


PEARS LAST CHANCE (M) 2,2:00.4f; 3,1:59.4f ($60,530) (Sir Taurus). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, leg New York-Bred LC at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, New York State Fair S. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yankees.

Producer: Ms Matched Pearls 3,2:04.1h; 4,2:00.1 (grandam of SWIFT WARRIOR 3,2:01.1f; 1:55.1f-$160,064, IGOTTOKEEPONMOVING 3,1:58f; 4,1:55.1-$128,868, etc).

Next Dam - FORMAL SUITE (Formal Notice-DUCHESS ROSE 3,2:03.3-Sharpshooter)